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ABSTRACT

The polar region has been one of the fastest warming places on Earth in response to greenhouse gas (GHG)

forcing. Two distinct processes contribute to the observedwarming signal: (i) local warming in direct response

to the GHG forcing and (ii) the effect of enhanced poleward heat transport from low latitudes. A series of

aquaplanet experiments, which excludes the surface albedo feedback, is conducted to quantify the relative

contributions of these two physical processes to the polar warming magnitude and degree of amplification

relative to the global mean. The globe is divided into zonal bands with equal area in eight experiments. For

each of these, an external heating is prescribed beneath the slab ocean layer in the respective forcing bands.

The summation of the individual temperature responses to each local heating in these experiments is very

similar to the response to a globally uniform heating. This allows the authors to decompose the polar warming

and amplification signal into the effects of local and remote heating. Local polar heating that induces surface-

trappedwarming due to the large tropospheric static stability in this region accounts for about half of the polar

surface warming. Cloud radiative effects act to enhance this local contribution. In contrast, remote nonpolar

heating induces a robust polar warming pattern that features a midtropospheric peak, regardless of the

meridional location of the forcing. Among all remote forcing experiments, the deep tropical forcing case

contributes most to the polar-amplified surface warming pattern relative to the global mean, while the high-

latitude forcing cases contribute most to enhancing the polar surface warming magnitude.

1. Introduction

In the polar region, surface temperatures have in-

creased at a faster rate than the global average signal in

recent decades (Hassol 2004; Hansen et al. 2006;

Bekryaev et al. 2010; IPCC 2014), a phenomenon com-

monly referred to as polar amplification (Polyakov et al.

2002; Serreze and Francis 2006). We discuss the con-

trolling factors of the polar amplification, as well as the

absolute magnitude of polar surface warming, which

will be referred to as polar warming and amplification

hereafter. This polar warming and amplification is

caused by local radiative processes, such as diminishing

sea ice thickness and volume and the associated ice–

albedo feedback (Sellers 1969; Manabe 1983; Rothrock

et al. 2003; Hall 2004; Stroeve et al. 2007; Comiso et al.

2008), as well as changes in water vapor and cloud cover

associated with tropospheric stability and longwave

feedbacks (Francis and Hunter 2006; Winton 2006;

Schweiger et al. 2008; Boé et al. 2009; Graversen and

Wang 2009). Additional processes also contribute to

polar warming and amplification, such as enhanced

water vapor transport from low latitudes (Groves and

Francis 2002; Rodgers et al. 2003) and increased cyclonicCorresponding author: Sarah M. Kang, skang@unist.ac.kr
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activity frommidlatitudes (Zhang et al. 2004; Simmonds

et al. 2008), which enhance atmospheric poleward en-

ergy transport (Alexeev et al. 2005; Cai 2005; Graversen

et al. 2008; Graversen and Wang 2009; Yang et al. 2010;

Rose et al. 2014). The attribution of individual causes is

complicated by the fact that these processes occur si-

multaneously and interact with each other (Cai and Lu

2007; Chung and Räisänen 2011; Graversen et al. 2011;

Screen et al. 2012; Kapsch et al. 2013; Feldl et al. 2017;

Yoshimori et al. 2017). For example, an increase in

poleward atmospheric heat transport would likely in-

tensify sea ice melt, surface solar absorption, and heat

transport from the ocean to the atmosphere (Chung and

Räisänen 2011; Graversen et al. 2011; Kapsch et al.

2013), all of which would further amplify the surface

warming. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the indi-

vidual contributions to polar warming and amplification

between local and remote processes from observational

data alone. Nevertheless, recent studies attempt to es-

timate the relative importance between local and re-

mote processes that contribute to this warming signal

using model simulations together with observations

(Chung andRäisänen 2011; Screen et al. 2012; Yoshimori

et al. 2017). It is emphasized that two distinct polar

warming signatures exist, one being locally driven near-

surface warming and the other characterized by mid-

tropospheric warming via remote processes. However,

the question of how the local and remote forcings are

quantitatively different remains to be answered. It is

important to note that the same magnitude of global

mean radiative forcing prescribed at different locations

can cause substantially different surface temperature

responses (Hansen et al. 1997, 2005; Kang and Xie

2014). Furthermore, it is not clear which meridional

forcing locations are most effective at warming the

polar region.

The aims of this study are to decompose the effects of

local and remote heating on polar warming and ampli-

fication and to quantify the relative importance of the

heating depending on its meridional location. To

achieve this, we utilize a similar strategy to Alexeev

et al. (2005), where an atmospheric general circulation

model is coupled to an aquaplanet slab ocean. Here, we

prescribe anomalous heat fluxes beneath the slab ocean

layer to force the atmosphere. Importantly, in our ap-

proach, the heat fluxes have smaller meridional width

than in previous studies in order to compare the relative

importance of each meridional forcing location on polar

warming and amplification. This will allow us to distin-

guish between the contrasting effects of local and re-

mote heating and estimate the relative importance of

each local heating location to the vertical profile of the

polar warming signal.

2. Model and experimental setup

Weemploy the atmospheric general circulationmodel

developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-

tory (GFDL), AM2 (Anderson et al. 2004). The model

has a horizontal resolution of 28 latitude3 2.58 longitude
and 24 vertical levels. The atmosphere is coupled to an

aquaplanet slab ocean with a heat capacity of 2 3 108

JK21m22, corresponding to an oceanmixed layer depth

of 50m. The sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are per-

mitted to drop below the freezing temperature without

forming any sea ice, thus inhibiting the surface albedo

feedback. The model is forced by an annual mean solar

insolation (eccentricity5 0; obliquity5 23.58) without a
diurnal cycle.

To investigate the local and remote impacts on polar

warming and amplification, the control climate with no

heat flux adjustment (CNT) is perturbed by a series of

experiments with zonally symmetric surface heating

prescribed over finite latitude bands that are symmetric

about the equator (Table 1). The model and experiment

setup are the same as in Kang et al. (2017). The time-

constant surface heating is linearly tapered to zero

within two grid points at both lateral boundaries. The

maximum amplitude of forcing is set to 4Wm22, which

is the approximate radiative forcing for a CO2 doubling

(Hansen et al. 1997). We also conduct the same suite of

experiments but with a negative forcing of 4Wm22 in

order to obtain a linear climate response, which is

computed as the difference of the responses to heating

and cooling divided by a factor of 2. All figures herein

indicate the linear component averaged between the

two hemispheres since the climate is hemispherically

symmetric in our experiment setup. The perturbation

experiments with localized heating (LOC) are denoted

as LOC#, with # denoting the center of the forced lati-

tude band. For example, LOC35 indicates the experi-

ment for which the surface heating is prescribed over

318–398 latitude in both hemispheres. We conduct eight

LOC experiments in total, constraining the area of the

TABLE 1. The latitude band of prescribed surface heating for each

perturbation experiment.

EXP Forced latitude band

LOC0 78S–78N
LOC11 78–158S/N
LOC19 158–238S/N
LOC27 238–318S/N
LOC35 318–398S/N
LOC44 398–498S/N
LOC55 498–618S/N
LOC75 618–908S/N
GLO 908S–908N
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forced latitude band in each LOC to be approximately

the same to allow for equal comparisons. An additional

perturbation experiment with globally uniform heating

is denoted as GLO. If the climate system is completely

linear, the GLO response would be identical to the sum

of all LOC responses, denoted as SUM.

We conducted the same set of experiments with cloud

radiative effects (CRE) inhibited as in Kang et al. (2008)

to understand the effects of cloud radiative feedbacks on

polar warming and amplification. The time-varying

cloud radiative properties are obtained from the CNT

experiment and repeated annually in the fixed cloud

model (F.CRE), which results in the control climatology

being very similar between the default and the fixed

cloud model. The default model with all dynamics

included is referred to as FULL and the fixed cloud

model as F.CRE. The CNT experiment is integrated for

120 years, and the average of the last 100 years is ana-

lyzed. The perturbation experiments that are branched

out from an equilibrated CNT state are integrated for 60

years, and the first 15 years are discarded as spinup period.

3. Results

a. Linearity of the climate response

A comparison of the anomalous (with regard to CNT)

zonal-mean SST responses inGLO (solid black line) and

SUM (dashed black line) in the default model (FULL) is

shown in Fig. 1a. The SST response in SUM closely re-

produces the GLO response as a function of latitude,

FIG. 1. The zonal-mean response of (a),(b) SST (K) in GLO (black solid line), SUM (black dashed line), and

LOC# (colored solid lines); (c),(d) air temperature (K; an interval of 0.4 K) in SUM (shading) and GLO

(contours); and (e),(f) the difference between SUM and GLO. (a),(c),(e) FULL and (b),(e),(f) F.CRE. All

values are anomalies relative to the respective control (CNT) climate.
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albeit with a reduced magnitude. In terms of the global

mean SST response, SUM underestimates GLO by less

than 7%, thereby demonstrating that the SST response

is highly linear. Furthermore, the tropospheric temper-

ature response for SUM (Fig. 1c) is only slightly weaker

than the GLO response at all latitudes throughout the

troposphere (Fig. 1e). The small nonlinear compo-

nent partially originates from radiative effects of

cloud fraction changes, which is demonstrated by the

more linear response in the fixed cloud (F.CRE) ex-

periment for both the SST (Fig. 1b) and the tropo-

spheric temperatures (Figs. 1d–f). In FULL, the

reduced tropical tropospheric warming in SUM,

compared to GLO (Fig. 1e), is due to a larger re-

duction of high-level clouds in the tropics in SUM

(Fig. 2a). This results from the Clausius–Clapeyron

(CC) relation, which causes the specific humidity in-

creases in SUM to be smaller than those in GLO.

Assuming a constant relative humidity, one can esti-

mate the specific humidity increase for the tropo-

spheric temperature response in SUM using the CC

relation [i.e.,q(TCNT 1 dTSUM)2q(TCNT)]. The actual

specific humidity response in SUM (i.e., dqSUM) is al-

ways smaller than the value obtained from the CC re-

lation (i.e., dqCC) because the saturation specific

humidity increases exponentially with temperature

(Fig. 2b). The difference is largest in the warm

tropics and decreases both with latitude and altitude.

Hence, the tropics are substantially drier in SUM,

compared to GLO (Fig. 2c), which leads to a larger

reduction of high-level clouds in the former

(Fig. 2a). This explains a more linear climate response

in the F.CRE experiments, compared to the default

model (FULL). This effect is, however, relatively

small; thus, both FULL and F.CRE exhibit a near-

linear response (Fig. 1), which justifies a decompo-

sition of the climate response into local and remote

effects.

b. Local versus remote impacts on polar warming and
amplification

Despite an absence of surface albedo feedback, the

surface warming in bothGLO and SUM features a polar

amplified pattern regardless of CRE (Figs. 1a–d), con-

sistent with previous studies (Alexeev et al. 2005; Cai

2005; Graversen andWang 2009; Yang et al. 2010; Kang

and Xie 2014; Rose et al. 2014). As we demonstrated a

near-linearity of the response, we are able to decompose

the polar warming and amplification signal into the

contribution from polar (LOC75) and nonpolar (sum of

the remainder) forcing, which respectively represents

the local and remote effects (Figs. 3, 4). First, we com-

pare the relative contributions of polar (solid lines) and

nonpolar (dashed lines) forcing to the SST response in

FULL (red lines in Fig. 3a). Nearly 50% of the polar

surface warming, defined as the average warming pole-

ward of 608, results from the polar forcing in FULL

(solid red line, Fig. 3a). The contribution by polar forc-

ing on polar region is far greater than the fraction ex-

pected for a completely diffusive climate system where

the response is nearly isothermal, in which case the

FIG. 2. The zonal-mean (a) cloud amount fraction difference

between SUM and GLO (shading; with an interval of 0.003),

(b) specific humidity in SUM minus the specific humidity change

obtained from the CC relationship (shading; with an interval of

1025 g kg21), and (c) relative humidity difference between SUM

and GLO (shading; with an interval of 0.2%). The contour lines in

all panels indicate the CNT profile for each variable with an in-

terval of (a) 0.1, (b) 3 3 1023 g kg21, and (c) 10%.
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fraction of local effect would merely be the area fraction

of forced latitude band (i.e., 1/8). This is suggestive of a

positive feedback that amplifies the effect of the polar

forcing, such as the lapse rate feedback (Pithan and

Mauritsen 2014). In contrast, the surface warming re-

sponse outside of the polar region (e.g., equatorward of

608) exhibits a significantly larger contribution from the

local forcing than the forcing outside the forced latitude

band, where the outside forcing contributes from 63% to

92% to local surface warming. In particular, the polar

heating (LOC75) experiment exhibits the largest con-

tribution to warming the surface of the entire globe

(Figs. 1a,b). Thus, the dominance of the local contribu-

tion is an intrinsic characteristic of polar surface warm-

ing. This is due to the large atmospheric static stability in

the polar region that traps the warming response near

the surface, thereby amplifying the local effect (Figs. 4a,b)

(Graversen et al. 2014; Kang and Xie 2014; Pithan and

Mauritsen 2014). In contrast, the maximum warming re-

sponse to local forcing in other regions (e.g., the response

of equatorward of 608 in LOC0 ; LOC55) occurs in the

mid-to-upper troposphere, thereby degrading the local

contribution (Figs. 4d,e).

The local contribution to polar surface warming de-

creases from 50% in FULL to 40% in F.CRE (Fig. 3a).

When investigating the tropospheric temperature re-

sponse, we clearly observe that polar warming is maxi-

mized near the surface in response to polar forcing

(Figs. 4a,b), as opposed to the maximized warming re-

sponse in the midtroposphere (at around 500hPa) to

nonpolar forcing (Figs. 4d,e) in both FULL and F.CRE.

The contrasting vertical structures of polar warming for

polar and nonpolar forcing result in an opposite re-

sponse in the low cloud amount to these different forc-

ings. The surface-trappedwarming in LOC75 results in a

decrease of the lower-tropospheric static stability, thus

leading to a reduction of low cloud amount in the polar

region (Fig. 4c), which acts to warm the polar surface via

increased net shortwave flux (solid orange line, Fig. 3b).

Hence, allowing CRE (i.e., FULL) enhances the con-

tribution of polar forcing to the polar surface warming.

In contrast, the maximized warming in the midtropo-

sphere in response to nonpolar forcing (e.g., SUMminus

LOC75) results in a moistening of the upper tropo-

sphere and thus increases the lower-tropospheric static

stability. Consequently, the cloud amount increases in

the polar upper and lower troposphere (Fig. 4f), which

acts to cool the polar surface via enhanced shortwave

reflection (dashed orange line, Fig. 3b). Hence, the ac-

tive CRE (i.e., FULL) damps the contribution of non-

polar forcing to polar surface warming. Note that the

quantitative assessment of the contribution of nonpolar

forcing to polar surface warming is model dependent

FIG. 3. The zonal-mean response of (a) SST (K), (b) net (black)

and shortwave (orange) cloud radiative effects at the surface

(Wm22), and (c) clear-sky downward longwave radiation at the

surface (Wm22) in FULL (red lines) and F.CRE (blue lines). In all

panels, the solid lines indicate the local polar contribution

(LOC75), and the dashed lines indicate the remote nonpolar con-

tribution (SUM-LOC75). In (b) and (c), positive values indicate

downward fluxes.
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and that themodel used in this study exhibits a relatively

large shortwave cloud radiative feedback over high lat-

itudes, compared to other models (Andrews et al. 2012;

Rose et al. 2014). However, the dynamical mechanism

proposed here to explain the response of the atmosphere

to nonpolar forcing should be robust and not model de-

pendent, given that it is consistent with Yoshimori et al.

(2017). In the next section, we investigate themechanisms

bywhich nonpolar forcing induces the polar warming and

amplification and attempt to identify the most efficient

region for warming the polar surface.

c. Impact of nonpolar forcing on polar warming and
amplification

As shown in Fig. 3a, 50% (60%) of the polar surface

warming results from nonpolar forcing in FULL

(F.CRE). It is worth noting that the nonpolar forcing

induces a warming pattern with a rather flat meridional

surface temperature gradient (dashed lines, Fig. 3a).

This indicates that nonpolar forcing itself contributes

much less to the polar-amplified surface temperature

response than local polar forcing; instead, it amplifies

the warming more uniformly. This is in contrast with

Yoshimori et al. (2017), where the nonpolar forcing

induces a greater polar warming and amplification than

the local polar forcing. The nonpolar-forcing-induced

polar tropospheric temperature responses in Yoshimori

et al. (2017) exhibit a surface-trapped pattern rather

than amidtropospheric peak, as in our experiments. The

contrast is potentially due to the use of annual mean

insolation and the absence of surface albedo feedback in

our study, which diminishes the near-surface static sta-

bility in the polar region, thereby constituting a weak-

ening of the lapse rate feedback (Kim et al. 2017,

manuscript submitted to J. Climate). Thus, it demon-

strates that the remote nonpolar impact itself is also

modulated by local radiative feedbacks.

In our experiments, the degree of polar amplification,

obtained by dividing the SST changes in the polar region

by the global mean, ranges from 0.55 to 1.61 (0.75 to

1.58) in response to nonpolar forcing and is 2.26 (2.9) in

response to polar forcing in FULL (F.CRE). The sum of

nonpolar forcing experiments (dashed lines in Fig. 3a)

produces the index of 0.88 (1.00). It is worth noting that

among all nonpolar forcing cases (i.e., LOC0;LOC55),

the LOC0 experiment, which shows an enhancement of

the rising branch of the zonal-mean Hadley circulation,

exhibits the largest degree of polar amplification, which

is 1.61 (1.58). The zonal-mean SST response pattern in

the LOC0 experiment resembles the change of down-

welling longwave radiation pattern in both FULL and

F.CRE. This implies that deep tropical forcing can ef-

fectively warm the polar region with amplification, de-

spite the distance from the pole, by enhancing the mean

atmospheric circulation and water vapor transport

(Schneider et al. 1997; Rodgers et al. 2003). However,

note that this large polar amplification index arises

partly due to the small global mean warming response in

LOC0. For reference, the LOC0 experiment produces a

polar surface warming of 0.1K, equivalent to the one in

the LOC19 experiment and 25% of the one in the

LOC55 experiment.

FIG. 4. The zonal-mean temperature response (K; shading with an interval of 0.4K) for LOC75 (i.e., local polar contribution) in

(a) FULL and (b) F.CRE. (c) The zonal-mean cloud amount response (fraction; shading with an interval of 0.003) for LOC75 in FULL.

(d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but for SUM-LOC75 (i.e., remote nonpolar contribution).
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The nonpolar forcing contributes to polar surface

warming via increases in downward longwave radiation

at the surface (dashed lines in Fig. 3c). Note that we

show the net (i.e., down 2 up) radiation instead of only

the downwelling component to emphasize when the

positive greenhouse effect (changes in downwelling

longwave radiation) overcomes the negative Planck

feedback (changes in upwelling longwave radiation). In

contrast, the local polar forcing induces the anomalous

surface longwave radiation of opposite sign (solid lines

in Fig. 3c). This contrast results from the differences in

the vertical profile of the temperature response. The

remote nonpolar-forcing-induced polar warming exhibits a

maximum in the midtroposphere (Figs. 4d,e), whereas

the local polar forcing induces a bottom-heavy warming

profile in the polar region (Figs. 4a,b). The tendency of

increasing downward surface longwave radiation in re-

sponse to nonpolar forcing appears in both FULL and

F.CRE, but there is a larger increase in FULL than in

F.CRE (red vs blue lines in Fig. 3c), despite a larger

remote nonpolar contribution in F.CRE (Fig. 3a). This is

because the effects of the net clear-sky longwave radi-

ation in FULL are more than offset by an increased

shortwave reflection by clouds (dashed orange in

Fig. 3b).

Then, the question arises as to how the nonpolar

forcing induces the maximized midtropospheric polar

warming. A possible mechanism is an increase of at-

mospheric poleward heat and moisture transport, as

proposed in previous studies (Schneider et al. 1997;

Rodgers et al. 2003; Alexeev et al. 2005; Graversen et al.

2008; Yang et al. 2010; Chung and Räisänen 2011;

Alexeev and Jackson 2013). Indeed, the anomalous at-

mospheric poleward energy transport across 608 is

highly correlated with the 500-hPa temperature re-

sponse averaged over 608–908 (R5 0.92, obtained from a

combination of FULL and F.CRE; Fig. 5a). The en-

hanced total poleward energy transport is mainly ac-

complished by the increased poleward eddy latent

energy transport (Fig. 5b). A larger increase in the

poleward eddy latent energy transport arises in the ex-

periments where a larger SST warming is induced lo-

cally, that is, within the forced latitude band. For

example, a strong correlation (R5 0.82, obtained from a

combination of FULL and F.CRE) exists between the

absolute magnitude of SST warming in the respective

forced latitude band in each LOC experiment (i.e., local

SST change) and the corresponding anomalous eddy

latent energy transport across 608. In general, the local

SST change increases in magnitude for a higher-latitude

forcing, which can be explained by cloud radiative and

temperature feedbacks (both Planck and lapse rate

feedback), as seen in Fig. 6b (Kang and Xie 2014; Pithan

and Mauritsen 2014; Seo et al. 2014). The Planck feed-

back, which is associated with vertically uniform

warming, requires a larger warming at colder back-

ground temperatures to balance the prescribed surface

heating. In contrast, the lapse rate feedback is connected

to the vertical structure of atmospheric warming. The

top-heavy warming profile in the tropics gives rise to a

negative lapse rate feedback, while a bottom-heavy

profile in the polar region gives rise to a positive lapse

rate feedback. Moreover, cloud radiative effects tend to

bemore positive for higher-latitude forcing in themodel

FIG. 5. Scatterplot of the 500-hPa temperature response (K) averaged over 608–908 vs (a) the total atmo-

spheric energy transport response across 608 (PW) and (b) the eddy latent energy transport response across 608
(PW) in FULL (closed circles) and F.CRE (open squares). The red stars indicate the response in a FULL

LOC11 sensitivity experiment with the forcing amplitude multiplied by a factor of 3 (3xLOC11).
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used in this study (Kang et al. 2008). Hence, the mag-

nitude of local SST change is a function of the latitude

location of forcing.

These results indicate that the magnitude of local SST

change sets the magnitude of the surface and mid-

troposphere responses in the polar region and that the

latitude location of forcing merely determines this

magnitude. To test this hypothesis, we run a sensitivity

experiment in which we apply a forcing in LOC11 with 3

times the regular amplitude (3xLOC11) to generate a

local SST change that is of similar magnitude to that in

the regular LOC44 experiment. That is, the SST change

over 78–158 in 3xLOC11 is of similar magnitude to that

over 398–498 in LOC44 (which can be confirmed from

Fig. 6b). The red stars in Figs. 5a and 5b show the polar

500-hPa temperature response in the 3xLOC11 experi-

ment against the total atmospheric energy transport

response across 608 and the eddy latent energy trans-

port response across 608, respectively. We find that

the scaling is nearly linear, where the response in the

3xLOC11 experiment is about 3 times as large as in the

LOC11 experiment and of similar magnitude as in

the LOC44 experiment. The latent energy transport by

mean circulation, in contrast, is less effective because

of a strong cancellation by the dry static energy trans-

port by mean circulation (Held and Soden 2006;

Yoshimori et al. 2017). The correlation coefficient be-

tween the mean latent energy transport across 608 and
the 500-hPa temperature response averaged over

608–908 is only 20.13 (when FULL and F.CRE are

combined). This is consistent with earlier studies that

suggest the increased eddy latent energy transport in-

duces the midtropospheric warming in the polar region

(Chung and Räisänen 2011; Feldl et al. 2017).

One may expect that the more effective the meridio-

nal forcing location is at producing the midtropospheric

polar warming, the more amplified the polar surface

warming will be. To better establish the relationship

between the meridional location of prescribed surface

heating and the anomalous vertical temperature profile

in the polar region, we plot the vertical profiles of the air

temperature response averaged over 608–908 divided by

their vertical mean value for each experiment (Fig. 6a).

We notice a common feature among these responses to

nonpolar forcing (i.e., LOC0; LOC55) and a distinctly

different response to polar forcing (LOC75). The peak

of warming in the nonpolar forcing experiments exists in

themidtroposphere and is insensitive to whether CRE is

active or not (FULL vs F.CRE), although we observe

small differences in the exact level where the warming

peak is located between each LOC#. This indicates

that a similar high-latitude temperature response pat-

tern emerges regardless of the meridional location of

remote forcing (Kang et al. 2017), suggesting the ro-

bustness of the midlevel amplified warming in the polar

region in response to nonpolar forcing.

Since the area-weighted magnitude of prescribed

surface heating is constrained to be equal in all LOC

experiments, we can clearly quantify the contribution of

each local heating to the polar surface warming. In

FULL (closed circles in Fig. 6b), the closer the forcing is

located to the pole, the larger the polar surface warming

is. For example, LOC0 accounts for 3% of total polar

surface warming, but LOC55 accounts for 15% of it.

This is because the SST response in the respective forced

FIG. 6. (a) The vertical profiles of the air temperature responses

averaged over 608–908 divided by their vertical mean value for each

experiment in FULL (solid) and F.CRE (dashed) and (b) the

scatterplot of the SST response averaged over 608–908 divided by

that in SUM vs the SST response averaged over forced latitude

band of LOC# for FULL (closed circles) and F.CRE (open

squares). The red star in (b) indicates the response in 3xLOC11.
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latitude band in LOC experiments gradually increases

with the latitude at which the same forcing is applied, as

suggested by a strong correlation of 0.88 (FULL and

F.CRE combined) between the fractional contribution

to polar surface warming and the surface warming

magnitude in the respective forced latitude band

(Fig. 6b). In F.CRE (open squares in Fig. 6b), the forcing

locations close to the pole still effectively warm the polar

surface (e.g., LOC44 5 12% and LOC55 5 14%).

However, the low-latitude forcing cases in F.CRE

(LOC0 ; LOC19) become more effective at warming

the polar region as compared with FULL because these

cases exhibit a larger SST response in the forced latitude

band in F.CRE than in FULL due to a negative CRE

at the surface locally (not shown). Therefore, in general,

the higher-latitude forcing is more efficient in causing

the polar surface warming because a larger SST re-

sponse is induced in the forced latitude band.

Thus, a larger local SST response in the forced latitude

band will lead to an increased poleward eddy latent

energy transport. This in turn will cause enhanced

midtropospheric warming in the polar region. Further-

more, an increase of downward longwave radiation will

lead to larger polar surface warming.

4. Conclusions and discussion

In this study, we contrast impacts of local and remote

surface forcing on polar warming and amplification. A

comprehensive series of idealized experiments is utilized

to decompose the response to a globally uniform heating

into the impacts from localized heating at different lat-

itudinal bands. The polar warming in response to local

polar forcing is trapped near the surface due to the large

atmospheric static stability, whereas the response to re-

mote nonpolar forcing features a maximum warming in

the polar mid-to-upper troposphere. This contrasting

vertical warming response profile to polar and nonpolar

forcing makes the local component particularly impor-

tant for the polar surface amplified warming because the

bottom-heavy warming is amplified by the lapse rate

feedback (Kang and Xie 2014; Pithan and Mauritsen

2014). In fact, the sum of nonpolar forcing experiments

induces a warming pattern with a rather flat meridional

surface temperature gradient. This implies that without

local coupled feedbacks, such as the surface albedo

feedback, remote processes solely cannot be invoked to

explain polar surface warming and amplification, except

for deep tropical forcing with an enhanced zonal-mean

circulation (Schneider et al. 1997; Rodgers et al. 2003).

Note that the deep tropical forcing induces a polar am-

plified warming pattern, but its contribution to the ab-

solute magnitude of polar warming is small.

The nonpolar forcing induces a polar surface warming

via increases in the downward longwave radiation at the

surface, which results from the maximized midtropo-

spheric polar warming. Regardless of the forcing loca-

tion, the nonpolar forcing is shown to cause a polar

warming maximized in the midtroposphere. This mid-

tropospheric polar warming peak in response to non-

polar forcing is an intrinsic characteristic of atmospheric

dynamics (Yoshimori et al. 2017), resulting from an in-

crease of atmospheric poleward energy transport,

mainly accomplished by an enhanced eddy latent energy

transport. Recently, Graversen and Burtu (2016)

showed (based on reanalysis and model data) that in-

creased eddy latent energy transport is mostly explained

by planetary-scale waves and only to a lesser degree by

synoptic-scale waves. These planetary-scale waves act

to warm the polar region via an enhancement of the

greenhouse effect, which implies that the vertical

structure of polar warming seen in our idealized exper-

iment is realistic. In addition, the role of the latent

heating by eddy flux for inducing the midtropospheric

warming in the polar region has been noted by previous

studies (Chung and Räisänen 2011; Feldl et al. 2017;

Yoshimori et al. 2017). The nonpolar forcing that

produces a larger SST warming locally gives rise to a

larger response of poleward eddy latent energy trans-

port (e.g., when comparing the response in 3xLOC11 vs

LOC44), thereby leading to a larger polar warming in

the midtroposphere, as well as at the surface. A larger

local SST response occurs as the forcing is prescribed at

higher latitudes due to the Planck and lapse rate feed-

backs (Pithan and Mauritsen 2014; Seo et al. 2014).

Therefore, the higher-latitude forcing is more effective

at warming the polar surface.

In the current literature, there is a debate on the roles

of atmospheric heat transport (AHT) and local feed-

backs in their relative contribution to polar warming and

amplification. In fully coupled GCMs, the polar warm-

ing and amplification are negatively correlated with the

change of atmospheric heat transport (dAHT) due to

the reduced meridional temperature gradient in the

lower troposphere. Instead, the multimodel spread of

polar warming and amplification is better explained by

model differences of the surface albedo feedback

(Hwang et al. 2011). In addition, Kay et al. (2012)

showed that local surface albedo feedback, rather than

dAHT, can explain most of the difference in polar

warming and amplification between CAM4 and CAM5.

In contrast, Kim et al. (2017, manuscript submitted to

J. Climate) demonstrated that AHT can contribute to

polar warming and amplification in idealized simula-

tions with no surface albedo feedback. Even under the

existence of surface albedo feedback, studies that used a
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simple boxmodel suggested that AHT can contribute to

polar warming and amplification (Cai 2005; Cai and Lu

2007; Alexeev and Jackson 2013). In the modeling

studies attempting to contrast the local and remote

contribution to the polar warming and amplification,

the remote forcing effect is suggested to be pre-

dominant (Chung and Räisänen 2011; Screen et al.

2012; Yoshimori et al. 2017). However, it is difficult to

disentangle the relative importance of local radiative

feedback and AHT to polar warming and amplification

because of their tight interactions (Kim et al. 2017,

manuscript submitted to J. Climate). Further compli-

cations arise from the fact that AHT and local radia-

tive feedbacks (e.g., cloud and surface albedo) are

both sensitive to model physics (Crook et al. 2011)

and seasonality (Lu and Cai 2009; Yoshimori et al.

2014, 2017; Kim et al. 2017, manuscript submitted to

J. Climate). Despite these seemingly conflicting results,

one can find the common feature that strong local

feedback (e.g., surface albedo response) in the polar

region acts to diminish the effect of AHT through re-

ducing the dry static energy component. This common

feature is revealed in our experiments: the nonpolar

forcing accounts for 50% (60%) of total polar surface

warming in FULL (F.CRE) with increasing AHT but

induces no polar amplification, except for the deep

tropical forcing experiment (LOC0). The polar forcing

accounts for the rest of the total polar warming with

decreasing AHT that induces stronger polar amplifi-

cation than nonpolar forcing does. These results dem-

onstrate that local and remote forcings give rise to

distinct polar warming and amplification patterns due

to the contrasting vertical structure of polar warming

response to these two classes of forcing.

Using similar model experiments with inhibited CRE,

we show that CREs amplify the polar surface warming

in response to polar forcing. The surface-trapped

warming in response to polar forcing results in a re-

duction of low cloud amount in the polar region, which

in turn leads to an increased net shortwave flux. In

contrast, the maximized warming in the midtroposphere

in response to nonpolar forcing results in an increase of

lower-tropospheric cloud amount in the polar region,

which in turn leads to increased shortwave reflection.

Hence, the CRE acts to amplify the effect of polar

forcing on the polar surface warming while damping the

effect of nonpolar forcing on polar surface warming. The

magnitude of CRE can be varied by season, as longwave

CRE has a dominant role on polar warming in late au-

tumn to early winter (Yoshimori et al. 2014, 2017).

However, the suggested role of CRE in this dynamical

mechanism should exist also (albeit weaker) in the

annual mean.

The experimental configuration utilized in this study

can serve as a test bed to compare the climatic impacts of

local and remote heating in a wide range of GCMs. This

type of model intercomparison study could be very

useful in helping to identify the regions that are most

responsible for the multimodel spread seen in the cur-

rent generation of complex climate models for climate

feedbacks and climate sensitivity.
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